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Abstract The preflare phase of the flare SOL2011-08-09T03:52 is unique in its
long duration, its coverage by the Reuven Ramaty High Energy Solar Spectro-
scopic Imager (RHESSI) and the Nobeyama Radioheliograph, and the presence
of three well-developed soft X-ray (SXR) peaks. No hard X-rays (HXR) are
observed in the preflare phase. Here we report that also no associated radio
emission at 17 GHz was found despite the higher sensitivity of the radio instru-
ment. The ratio between the SXR peaks and the upper limit of the radio peaks
is larger by more than one order of magnitude compared to regular flares. The
result suggests that the ratio between acceleration and heating in the preflare
phase was different than in regular flares. Acceleration to relativistic energies, if
any, occurred with lower efficiency.
Keywords: Flares, Pre-Flare Phenomena; Energetic Particles, Acceleration;
Radio Bursts, Microwave (mm, cm); X-Ray Bursts, Soft
1. Introduction
Solar flares are generally assumed to be the result of magnetic reconnection
in the corona. MHD describes the build up and storage of free magnetic en-
ergy, which is then released impulsively (e.g. reviews by Shibata and Magara,
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2011; Priest, 2014). However, the actual energy release is not understood. A
substantial fraction of the energy is initially converted to accelerate energetic
(non-thermal) electrons and ions. The energy content in flare-accelerated parti-
cles equals the total bolometric radiation within the error margin (factor of two,
Emslie et al., 2012) and exceeds the SXR emission in most cases (Aschwanden
et al., 2017). The bolometric radiation is approximated by all emissions from
X-rays to infrared. Most of the flare radiation is emitted by thermal plasmas at
temperatures from 104K (white light) to 107K (SXR). The near-equality of par-
ticle and thermal energy is consistent with the hypothesis that most flare energy
is first released into particle acceleration and subsequently thermalized. Several
acceleration processes have been proposed, but there is no general consensus
(Zharkova et al., 2011). Thus flares must be considered primarily as unknown
particle accelerators.
The energy radiated in SXR amounts to 20% of the bolometric emission on the
average in large flares (Emslie et al., 2012). Again, the error margin of individual
events is at least a factor of two, and their range is 9 – 63 %.
Most of the energy of non-thermal electrons is in the rage of 10 – 30 keV
particles. They emit HXR bremsstrahlung at similar photon energies. Signatures
of non-thermal electrons are also observed in radio waves (e.g. review by Bastian,
Benz, and Gary, 1998) and HXR (e.g. review by Lin, 2011). Gyro-synchrotron
emission (above about 3 GHz) originates from mildly relativistic electrons (>
100 keV). HXR emission is dominated by bremsstrahlung of electrons in the
range 10 – 30 keV. The radio emissions at 17 GHz and HXR > 30 keV are well
correlated (Kosugi, Dennis, and Kai, 1988), indicating the high-energy and low-
energy electrons are closely related. In some cases, large radio telescopes are
more sensitive in detecting non-thermal electrons than current HXR detectors,
although the radio-emitting particles have a much higher energy. Thus optically
thin gyro-synchrotron emission has been used as a tracer for flare-accelerated
electrons in stellar flares and weak solar events. However, the fraction of electrons
accelerated to relativistic energies is an open question and is related to the
acceleration process.
The ratio between gyro-synchrotron emission and thermal SXRs in flares was
found to be stable over seven orders of magnitude of solar and stellar flare
energies (Gu¨del and Benz, 1993; Benz and Gu¨del, 1994). The two emissions are
related as
log
(
LX
LR
)
= 15.5± 0.5, (1)
where LX [erg s
−1] is the luminosity in the SXR band, LR [erg s−1 Hz−1] is
the radio luminosity density at 8 – 9 GHz, and ± indicates the width of the
distribution. The correlation is equally good for time-integrated flare luminosi-
ties. The invariability suggests that small and large flares have similar ratios
between thermal and non-thermal energies and capabilities to accelerate rela-
tivistic electrons, and also have comparable magnetic fields in the source regions
of the gyro-synchrotron emission. The most prominent deviation was noted in
microflares, which were found to be relatively weak in radio emission (Benz and
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Gu¨del, 1994). The same trend was found to be even more pronounced in quiet-
region microflares (also known as nanoflares, Krucker and Benz, 2000), which
show reduced radio luminosities compared to the above relation by an order of
magnitude.
What is the ratio of gyro-synchrotron and SXR emission in the build-up
phase of a large flare? In the preflare phase the coronal plasma slowly heats
up until the HXR emission suddenly and impulsively increases (Benz, 2017).
The preflare phase and impulsive flare phase are often well pronounced (see,
e.g., Figure 1, top). Weak HXR emission is sometimes observed in preflares
(Benz et al., 1983; Siarkowski, Falewicz, and Rudawy, 2009). Battaglia, Fletcher,
and Benz (2009) reported four preflares with only thermal X-ray emission in
RHESSI observations. However, Altyntsev et al. (2012) searched for non-thermal
emission of these events in more sensitive radio observations and found non-
thermal radiation in two of these preflares using the Nobeyama Radioheliograph
at 17 GHz and other radio instruments. This indicates that sometimes electrons
are accelerated to relativistic velocities already in the build-up phase of flares.
Here we present observations of the early phase of a flare with 3 preflare
peaks observed in SXR but with no associated HXR emission and search for
corresponding peaks in radio emission. The goal is to study the efficiency of
relativistic electron acceleration at the very beginning of solar flares.
2. Observations
The M2.5 flare SOL2011-08-09T03:52 was preceded by a prolonged preflare
phase, lasting some 20 minutes from 03:00 to 03:21 UT. Battaglia, Fletcher,
and Simo˜es (2014) presented a multi-wavelength study of the event. They find
that the non-thermal component of the 17 GHz radio flux rises simultaneously
with the non-thermal 25 – 40 keV HXR emission only after the preflare phase
and suggest “that particle acceleration was minimal during the preflare phase.”
The background radio flux at 17 GHz can be interpreted as free-free emission
from a thermal plasma of the active region with a temperature of 2 MK and a
density of ≈ 1.2× 1010cm−3 in agreement with SXR and EUV observations.
Here we study the relation of SXR and gyro-synchrotron emission of the
preflare in a different way, making use of the rare property that the selected
long-duration preflare has three significant SXR enhancements. Such features
are uncommon since the thermal emission is often found to correlate with the
time-integrated flux of non-thermal electrons during the main phase (Neupert,
1968; Dennis and Zarro, 1993). Thus SXR peaks only if the cooling of the hot
plasma is faster than the heating. This is infrequent in the preflare phase. On
the contrary, the emission measure and temperature of the hot plasma usually
increase during the preflare phase, which may hide potential SXR peaks.
2.1. SXR Data and Analysis
We use SXR data from the Ramaty High Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager
(RHESSI; Lin et al., 2002). The RHESSI spectra were fitted using OSPEX with
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Figure 1. Top: Light curves of flare SOL2011-08-09T03:52 as observed in SXR (6 – 12 keV)
by RHESSI (black) and the Nobeyama Radioheliograph (red). Bottom: Enlargement of the
preflare phase which is indicated on the top with a blue arrow.
a single thermal component and emission measure. No statistically significant
non-thermal component was found in the preflare phase (before 03:21 UT) and
the RHESSI images of the preflare emission show a single source at all times and
energies.
The SXR (6 – 12 keV) flux is shown in Figure 1 with 4s time resolution. The
light curve of the preflare phase shows three significant peaks. Their times are
given in Table 1. The results of the OSPEX fitting with a 30s time integration
are plotted in Figure 2. The three peaks in the SXR flux (Figure 1) are clearly
noticeable in the time evolution of the temperature. The emission measure is
time-variable as well, but with less pronounced peaks, which are delayed by 1 – 2
minutes. The delay of the emission measure relative to the temperature peak by
several minutes is typical for microflare SXR emission (e.g. Krucker and Benz,
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Figure 2. Emission measure and temperature of preflare derived from RHESSI SXR data in
the 6 – 12 keV energy range. Black: Emission measure; red: temperature.
2000). Figure 1 suggests that the SXR preflare emission consists mostly of three
peaks with some background that parallels the 17 GHz radio emission.
Table 1 presents the observed emission measure and temperature along with
the inferred SXR luminosity for the three preflare peaks. The error of EMX
is dominated by the background subtraction. The SXR luminosity in the 0.1 –
10 keV range was calculated from EMX and TX using the APEC code (Smith
et al., 2001). Coronal elemental abundances, which are typical for flares (?), are
assumed.
2.2. Radio Data and Analysis
We have searched data from the Nobeyama Radioheliograph (NoRH, Nakajima
et al., 1994) at 17 GHz for non-thermal emission. In Figure 1 the light curve is
shown with 10 s time resolution. No significant peak is detected in the preflare
phase. Thus we interpret the observed radio emission as purely thermal. As
an upper limit for the non-thermal radio flux density FR of the peaks we use 3
times the rms noise. A 20 s integration time was used for quantitative analysis. It
yields an rms noise of σ=0.04 sfu (1 sfu = 10−19 erg s−1 Hz−1 cm−2). Assuming
isotropic emission,
LR = 4piD
2FR , (2)
where D is the distance to the Sun. Equation 2 yields an upper limit radio lumi-
nosity density of 3.4× 107 erg s−1 Hz−1. This value is also given for comparison
in Table 1.
No enhanced radio emission in the 50 – 450 MHz range was reported during
the preflare by the e-CALLISTO network (Ooty Observatory). Thus there is no
evidence for non-thermal electrons at lower energies either.
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Table 1. Preflare (upper part) and main flare phase (lower part) of SOL2011-08-09T03:52.
Peak time EMX TX LX LR log(LX/LR)
hh:mm UT [1046cm−3] [MK] [1023 erg s−1] [107 erg s−1 Hz−1]
03:05 2.0±1.2 11.3±0.3 6.8 < 3.4 >16.3
03:10 3.1±1.5 11.4±0.3 10.0 < 3.4 >16.5
03:19 4.0±2.2 12.2±0.3 12.6 < 3.4 >16.7
03:25 30.2±1.6 21.0±0.1 57±13 590±60 15.0±0.1
03:31 36.5±2.6 19.8±0.1 70±13 390±30 15.2±0.1
03:54 220±16 15.4±0.1 513±36 1400±100 15.6±0.1
3. Discussion
How do the luminosity ratios found here compare with typical ratios in solar
flares? Table 1 presents the ratios for the preflares (top), the two peaks recorded
during the early phase of the main flare, and the main flare peak at 03:54 UT
(bottom). The latter was not observed by RHESSI. So the measurements at 04:03
UT were used and interpolated back to the peak using GOES data. The preflare
ratios are significantly higher. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the presented
values with values found for a large collection of flares, both on the Sun and on
other stars. It can be seen that the ratio of SXR to radio emission in the preflare
peaks presented here is at least an order of magnitude above that ratio in regular
flares. The preflare peaks are radio-poor, resembling microflares in quiet regions
(nanoflares).
The weakness of gyro-synchrotron emission may be the result of a weaker
magnetic field in the source region or of an underabundance of mildly relativistic
electrons. Since the SXR preflare is observed at approximately the same location
as the following regular flare, we prefer the second interpretation.
Feeble electron acceleration to high energies in the preflare phase complies
with the spectral evolution of HXR emission in regular flares, which is initially
steep and flattens during the maximum. The non-thermal electron distribution
thus typically steepens again after the maximum and evolves according to the
soft-hard-soft pattern. This property was noted already by Parks and Winckler
(1969) and in greater detail by Hudson and Fa´rn´ık (2002) and Grigis and Benz
(2004). Alternatively, but less frequent are flares that harden systematically
during the event, thus showing a soft-hard-harder pattern (Frost and Dennis,
1971; Cliver et al., 1986; Kiplinger, 1995; Grigis and Benz, 2008).
Low efficiency for acceleration of relativistic electrons in preflares is also
consistent with the trend of small flares to have steeper (softer) non-thermal
electron distributions at 35 keV than large flares (Battaglia, Grigis, and Benz,
2005). On the average, the power-law spectral index increases from −7 to −3 for
B6 to M5 flares. Similarly, microflares in quiet regions (nanoflares) have been
reported to be radio-poor (Krucker and Benz, 2000).
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Figure 3. Comparison of the peak soft X-ray and 3.6 cm radio luminosity of solar and stellar
flares. Upper limits derived from these preflare observations are shown by red arrows. Two
peaks in the early main flare phase are indicated with a little red x, the main peak with a
capital X. Also shown are nanoflares in quiet regions (Krucker and Benz, 2000), microflares
in active regions (Benz et al., 1981; Fu¨rst, Benz, and Hirth, 1982; Gary, Hartl, and Shimizu,
1997), impulsive and gradual flares (Benz and Gu¨del, 1994), quiescent BY Dra, dMe, and dKe
stars (Gu¨del et al., 1993), and a long-duration flare on the dMe star EQ Peg (Kundu et al.,
1988). The dashed line presents the relation given in Equation 1. (Graphics adapted from Benz
and Gu¨del (2010), and based on Krucker and Benz (2000))
4. Conclusions
We found three well developed peaks in the preflare SXR emission of the flare
SOL2011-08-09T03:52 to have no corresponding radio emission. Upper limits on
the radio flux are an order of magnitude below the level expected from regular
flares relative to the observed SXR luminosity. The radio-poor events suggest the
lack of efficient electron acceleration to high energies in the preflare phase. Gyro-
synchrotron emission due to mildly relativistic electrons is particularly sensitive
to this effect.
The observations are consistent with a scenario in which energy release in
flares starts mainly with heating rather than acceleration in the preflare phase.
Acceleration becomes dominant only in the main flare phase. Here heating is de-
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fined as an energization to a Maxwellian-like velocity distribution at higher tem-
perature. We refer to acceleration if it results in a non-Maxwellian distribution
such as a power-law.
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